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COVID-19: The Side Lost in the Mainstream Narrative. An Evidence-Based Analysis & Perspective

• People are taking the vaccine under duress (i.e.: threats of losing their job). Is this ethical, free informed consent?

• Toronto Public health: death count includes those who tested positive before death, but did not die as a result of covid.

• Global covid-19 survival rate approximately 99% (as per published sources)

• 50% of PCR tests are false positives. Portuguese court ruled positive test is insufficient basis to isolate/quarantine anyone

• Multiple conflicts of interest

• Senior Pfizer scientist said “I feel like I work for an evil corporation because it comes down to profits in the end. Basically our organization is run on covid money now. You have multiple
companies that were given a crap tonne of money to produce vaccines & they’re pushing them.” J&J scientist said “The only way people act and comply is if it impacts their pockets. If 
you can’t work, I feel like that’s punishment enough. You’ve just got to keep doing things like that to where it’s almost like you’re a second-grade citizen.” This is exactly how people are
being treated.

• Why are doctors not encouraging adequate sunshine, sleep, exercise, having optimal weight, eating healthy organic diet  etc., all of which are FUNDAMENTAL in maintaining a robust
immunity & overall health?

• Over 5,200 doctors & scientists signed the Physicians Declaration, condemning policy makers for authoritarian approaches of forcing a “one-size-fits-all” COVID treatment strategy
which is resulting in “needless illness & death.”

• Stats Canada: 80% of Covid "related" deaths were in LTC. How will firing unvaccinated people who do not even interact with the vulnerable population, and how will vaccine
passports, help this?

• People like me are not misinformed. In fact, we are engaged citizens who value basic rights, privacy,  and one’s right to choose. Where is the empathy for those losing their jobs and 
being excluded? Instead of asking “why don’t these people get it,” listen to what people are actually saying. Most importantly, ask yourself, do you respect and accept ALL people for
their personal health choices?
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